
 

 

‘LET IT SNOW’ 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
At Falcon Resorts headquarters, driven executive Stephanie Beck finds out she’s being sent to 
research the company’s newly acquired Snow Valley Lodge in Maine.  Although she dreads 
leaving her warm post in Arizona to brave the Maine winter, Stephanie is determined to impress 
her strict boss—and dad—Ted, with a presentation on how to make the traditional property 
appeal to Falcon’s young, hip clientele.  Stephanie and her father have never been close and 
hardly celebrate Christmas, so Stephanie doesn’t mind working the week before the holiday.  
 
At the Snow Valley Lodge, owners Paul and Karla Lewis, along with their son Brady, are busy 
with their last Christmas season.  Although Paul and Karla are sad to be leaving the lodge and 
the Snow Valley family they have built, Brady does not want to take over.  Besides, Ted has 
given his word that everything at Snow Valley Lodge will stay the same under Falcon’s 
management.  They are excited to share Snow Valley Lodge’s traditions with the visiting Falcon 
representative to preserve for future Christmas seasons and have no idea Falcon really plans to 
completely renovate the property from the ground up. 
 
Assigned to be Stephanie’s guide, Brady arrives at the local airport to pick her up, the two 
immediately get off on the wrong foot.  He accidentally splashes cold slush all over her when he 
pulls up to the curb and they are both upset.  At the lodge, Stephanie gets to work, too focused 
on business to enjoy the Christmas traditions and the delicious holiday food.  Stephanie meets 
young Angeline, who has spent many Christmases at Snow Valley with her mother, Sally.  
Angeline tells Stephanie about the Feast of St. Thomas, happening that night, where single 
women throw their shoes at the wall before they go to bed to dream about their future 
husbands. 
 
Then, Brady shows Stephanie around the property on cross-country skis.  After much grumbling 
and some early falls, Stephanie actually enjoys it.  But she and Brady still butt heads, and Brady 
quickly tires of his high-maintenance charge.  After skiing, Stephanie visits the lake for lunch 
and chats more with Sally.  Sally loves coming to the Snow Valley Lodge from her home in L.A. 
to experience a snowy Christmas with her children. Stephanie is still not convinced. 
 
Constantly freezing, Stephanie decides to replace her mild winter clothes with some heavy duty 
gear.  On the way to town to get new winter clothes with Brady, Stephanie tells Brady she 
never had real Christmases growing up and Brady tells her about hating the non-stop work at 
the lodge for the seven weeks of Christmas.  After bonding about their mutual tendency to be a 
Grinch, Stephanie and Brady decide to start fresh. 
 
Later that evening, the guests trim the tree with individual ornaments.  Karla convinces 
Stephanie to take a break from her report for a bit and join in.  Stephanie hangs her new 
ornament and stays to join Angeline and the other children who are wrapping presents for 
children in the hospital.  She begins warming up to Snow Valley Lodge’s traditions and even 
participates in the Feast of St. Thomas.  That night, she is surprised that the ritual that is 
supposed to make her dream about her future husband makes her dream about Brady. 
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The next morning, Stephanie is self-conscious about her dream.  Although a little embarrassed, 
Stephanie joins Brady for a snowshoeing tour.  They are unexpectedly overwhelmed by the 
beauty of the property as seen from a high peak and Brady suddenly has mixed feelings about 
abandoning his family’s business. 
 
That night, Stephanie helps Karla and Sally cook a holiday dinner.  Sally tells Stephanie that 
Brady always planned to take over the lodge, until his older brother, Jack, moved on.  After 
Jack moved to Australia, Brady started talking about following in his older brother’s footsteps 
instead of battling with his father to improve the family business.  His father disapproved of his 
creative plans to change the property.  Since then, Paul and Brady have continued to argue 
about the direction of the business.  Hearing this and having forged a bond with the Lewis 
family and their guests, Stephanie is suddenly growing torn about the drastic renovations her 
father wants to make. 
 
When Ted calls Stephanie, she tells him that a full renovation is not the right idea for the Snow 
Valley Lodge and that keeping its traditions is the best way to retain loyal guests.  Detached, he 
tells her to do her job and not get sucked in, which both hurts and frustrates Stephanie.  She 
takes a walk to cool off from the call, and runs into Brady, who asks her on a date.  
 
Stephanie’s nice outfit is overdressed for the ice fishing date Brady planned, but she has fun 
catching their dinner anyway.  As they start embracing the Christmas spirit, their Grinch 
exteriors begin to melt away.  After dinner, Stephanie opens up to Brady about how her mother 
passed away when she was six and the two feel a strong connection.  Stephanie is feeling much 
more in the Christmas spirit, and, still glowing from the date, leaves a letter for Santa on the 
lodge’s mantle with some of the other guests. 
 
At the Christmas tree lighting later that night, Stephanie and Brady both join in the caroling and 
they finally kiss in front of the Christmas tree.  During the festivities, Ted calls to remind 
Stephanie that she owes him the report the next day and he still expects a Falcon-branded 
concept.  Forced to own up to Falcon’s plans, Stephanie tearfully tells Brady the plan to change 
Snow Valley Lodge and he appeals to her to stand up to her father.   
 
Stephanie is torn between her father and her new love and Brady is heartbroken that his home 
will be destroyed.  Since falling for Stephanie, he finally understands the value of keeping the 
lodge tradition in the family.  When he talks to his mother about these feelings, she encourages 
him to show Stephanie the plan he had put together to improve the Snow Valley Lodge.  
Stephanie is impressed by Brady’s ideas and the two work all night on putting together a 
presentation to show Ted. 
 
Stephanie presents the new “Building on What We’ve Got,” idea and talks about how much 
Christmas at Snow Valley Lodge means to its loyal patrons and even herself.  Ted is furious, 
and fires Stephanie for going against his demands.   
 
The Lewises invite Stephanie to stay and celebrate one last Christmas with them at their  
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beloved lodge.  At Christmas Eve dinner, Brady and Paul apologize to one another for being so 
stubborn.  Ted, alone for the holiday after pushing his daughter away again, finds Stephanie’s 
letter to Santa, which Karla secretly slipped in his briefcase.  He gets emotional as he reads that 
all Stephanie asks Santa for is to spend Christmas with her father at the Snow Valley Lodge and 
to have him back in her life. 
 
On Christmas Day, the Snow Valley Lodge family celebrates in good cheer.  Everyone, especially 
Stephanie, is shocked when Ted makes a surprise return to the lodge dressed as Santa!  He 
gives presents to all of the guests and apologizes to Stephanie for all of the missed Christmases 
in the past.  Ted hires Stephanie back as the head of the winter resorts division, grooming her 
to take over the company in a few years.  He suggests Stephanie hire Brady to manage the 
Snow Valley Lodge so the two can make changes—and keep important traditions—together.  As 
Christmas ends, the happy Stephanie and Brady say “I love you” to one another and to cap off 
a perfect Christmas, it finally snows. 
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